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Summary 

 China’s economy moderated 

in 2019, but we expect a 

stabilisation in sequential growth 

going into next year 

 Additional easing is needed to 

buffer some downside risks to 

growth trajectory, and we expect 

policymakers to focus more on 

fiscal stimulus 

 Consumer spending is expected 

to remain relatively resilient 

helped by fiscal stimulus 

measures and strength in the 

labour market 

China 2020 – growth, policy and investment 
outlook 
China’s economy has experienced a structural deceleration in recent years, with a meaningful 

downshift in the past 18 months. Slowing headline gross domestic product (GDP) growth and 

lingering uncertainties surrounding the trade negotiations with the US have formed much of 

the narrative around China this year.  

Against this backdrop, the outlook for 2020 looks less gloomy amidst greater fiscal support, 

bottoming in investment activities and resilience in the consumption sector. However, though 

current evidence suggests the slowdown could be ending, recovery is expected to be mild, 

with the lagged effects of policy easing continuing to filter through the real economy. 

Going into next year, a more favourable base effect and an expected cyclical recovery in hard-

hit sectors such as technology/electronics and autos this year could help industrial activity in 

2020. On the other hand, fixed asset investment in infrastructure projects, a key driver of the 

economy, should recover on policy support (eg in November the central government moved to 

lower the minimum capital requirement for certain categories of projects and expand the 

channels by which local authorities can raise capital; special local government bond 

issuance, etc). 

Fiscal power: local government special purpose bond issuance quota 
on the rise to support growth 

CNYbn 

Sources: CEIC, HSBC Global Asset Management, Oct 2019 
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Policy easing to stay in sight  

China’s macro policy easing in 2019 has been to manage the pace of slowdown with an aim 

to stabilise growth, rather than to drive a significant rebound in economic activity. This 

suggests a continued calibrated approach and macro policy action that remains data- and 

event-dependent to enable credit transmission to the real economy and address the runaway 

property prices. 

To be sure, the property market will not be used as a short-term macro policy tool, but we 

believe policy to be data dependent and expect some relaxation in home purchases to cushion 

against the decline in property investment. 

Looking ahead, monetary easing will likely remain prudent, targeted and defensive with a 

measured pace of interest rate declines and continued policy efforts to maintain stable and 

sufficient liquidity provision. Policymakers will look to avoid massive liquidity injections, since 

concerns over financial stability and household leverage remain a top priority for the 

policymakers. 

The authorities have focused more on improving policy transmission: current subdued 

business confidence, tighter regulatory scrutiny as well as banks’ capital constraints and their 

greater focus on credit risk may be factors that will continue to impede credit channels. 

Consumption to play a bigger role

Amidst the slowdown in other parts of the economy, household spending continues to play a 

bigger role in supporting growth, with a healthy expansion in both online and offline channels.  

In a recent shopping frenzy, the sales of a Chinese tech giant on Singles Day easily eclipsed 

the Black Friday and Cyber Monday online sales combined. In durable goods such as auto 

sales, we expect the downturn to reverse next year given the car ownership ratio in China still 

has room to grow after two years of sluggish sales. We expect consumer spending to remain 

relatively resilient helped by fiscal stimulus measures and given that the labour market still 

holds up so far. Labour market indicators have showed resilience amid external uncertainties 

and macro headwinds.  

On the other hand, concerns over unemployment and job cuts in the (lower cost) 

manufacturing sector could partly be off-set by ongoing structural changes in the economy (eg 

the growing share of the labour-intensive services sector, ageing population, and slowing 

farm-to-factory migration, etc). However, we see risks surrounding rising household leverage 

and slowing income gains, and rising inflation could curtail consumer spending. 

The age of uncertainty 

One of the biggest factors weighing on the market has been the China-US trade frictions, 

which could continue to be a swing factor even after the prolonged negotiations between the 

world’s two biggest economies. 

In our base case scenario, the outcome of the trade discussion would be largely a status quo 

situation where the tariffs remain or even a partial rollback. However, it could continue to spill 

over into areas like technology, capital markets, and investment. Other structural issues such 

as intellectual property rights, technology transfer, subsidy policy to state-owned enterprises, 

and preferred industrial sectors could take much longer to resolve. 

For both China and the US, the seemingly weaker global macro conditions should point to a 

mutual understanding that a trade deal, even a partial one, could be the best outcome ahead 

of the US presidential election in 2020. If an agreement is reached, it would help mitigate the 

tariff drag on exports and sentiment, and likely to result in a boost to the market. 

Recent signs of recovery in 
exports and manufacturing 
underpin our confidence in 
a period of normalisation 
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Equity market

 Year-to-date, onshore Chinese equities had their best year since 2015 with most of the 

return coming from multiple expansion. As of November 25, the China A-share market is 

poised to become the world’s best performing equity asset class this year. Meanwhile, 

the rally in the offshore market was mainly driven by the country’s tech giants, as growth 

in online sales continue to surge despite a slowing economy 

 On a monthly basis, MSCI China and MSCI China A Onshore Index – the offshore and 

onshore benchmarks – were largely flat in the month of November, when MSCI increased 

the A-share inclusion factor from 15% to 20% and added 189 mid-cap A-share stocks 

following the rebalancing 

 The relatively lackluster market performance in November came after some moderation 

in credit growth, raising questions over the magnitude of easing measures. In addition, 

the potential US-China “phase one” trade deal is likely looking more uncertain amidst 

reports that Beijing pressed for tariff rollbacks while Washington countered with 

heightened demands 

 On a brighter note, a Chinese tech behemoth raised about USD11 billion in a Hong Kong 

secondary listing, rallying strongly in its first day of trading. The share sale in the city is 

the largest issuance since 2010 and a boon for the local stock exchange which has been 
trying to lure technology and biotech startups to list in Hong Kong. Looking ahead, the 

Hong Kong-listed shares of the tech firm could potentially be included in the Stock 

Connect scheme after Chinese authorities allowed mainland investors to buy stocks with 

different voting rights for the first time this October 

 On a year-to-date basis, foreign investors have purchased USD36 billion worth of  

A-shares through the Northbound route, while mainland investors spent about USD26 

billion to buy Hong Kong-listed companies in the same period 

 In the first nine months, earnings of onshore and offshore listed Chinese companies were 

up 9% year-on-year, accounting for 78% of full-year consensus estimates. Generally 

speaking, insurers and brokers posted the highest earnings growth, while energy and 

materials companies continue to face operating pressure 

 The forward 12-month price-earnings ratio of MSCI China A onshore is currently trading 

at 13.8x,while the MSCI China is trading at 12.0x 

Onshore Chinese stocks extend rally 

1-year cumulative total return Forward price to earnings ratio (x)

Sources: Bloomberg, HSBC Global Asset Management, as of November 25, 2019. Total return in local currency terms. 

Investment involves risks. Past performance is not indicative of future performance 
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A USD11 billion secondary 
float in Hong Kong is a 
boon for the financial hub, 
as it seeks to bring  
in more tech and biotech 
listings 
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Sector views1

Sector Views 

Consumer 
Discretionary  

 We are overweight consumer discretionary sector. In particular, we like the education space as it is 

relatively less sensitive to macro headwinds 

Consumer 
Staples 

 We are overweight consumer staples as the trend of premiumisation on the back of rising income underpins 

higher pricing power and margin expansion capability of selected strong staple brand names. The value 

added tax (VAT) cut and the recent pickup in inflation also bodes well for consumer staple plays 

Energy  We are underweight energy as oil price is expected to trade within a narrow range 

Financials  We are underweight banks as lower rates may put pressure on their net interest margin 

Healthcare 
 We are overweight healthcare and favour those with strong research and development capabilities for 

innovative drugs 

Industrials  We are underweight this sector as we do not see any near-term catalysts 

Information 
Technology 

 We are overweight this sector as iPhone sales are better than expected and we are optimistic about the 

smartphone specs upgrade cycle 

Materials  We are underweight commodities as we do not see any upside on the demand front 

Property  We are negative on Chinese property developers as government intends to control property prices 

Communication 
Services 

 We only like telecommunication company that may benefit from 5G development. We are conscious that 

competition among major telecoms remains intense 

Utilities  We are underweight the utilities sector as we see limited catalysts in this sector 

Sources: Bloomberg, HSBC Global Asset Management, as of November 2019. 

Note: For illustrative purposes only and does not constitute any investment recommendation in the above mentioned asset classes, indices or currencies. The 
views and opinions expressed herein are subject to change at any time.  

1. Sector views of HSBC Global Asset Management’s offshore Chinese equity team  
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Fixed income

 Onshore Chinese bonds rallied thanks to Beijing’s latest efforts to ease monetary 

conditions. As of November 25, the onshore bonds added 1%, reversing a mild loss in 

the previous month due to a sell-off in the long-end of the curve. Meanwhile, offshore 

renminbi and Chinese US dollar bonds were up 0.3% and 0.2%, respectively 

 The onshore renminbi spot rate was largely unchanged, holding up above the 7 mark for 

the second consecutive month. In the near term, the renminbi could appreciate further if 

the phase one deal with the US is reached. A stability in the currency could give the 

Chinese central bank more room for material easing, as the US Federal Reserve cut its 

policy rates three times since July while the People’s Bank of China (PBoC) surprised the 

market by maintaining a largely neutral-to-hawkish stance 

 As widely expected, the PBoC on November 20 lowered its loan prime rates (LPR) – the 

new lending benchmarks – following a number of modest relief measures over  

the past month to prop up growth. The central bank cut its 1-year and 5-year LPR by  

5 basis points (bps) each. Pricing of LPR is a function of premium demanded by 

commercial banks over medium-term lending facility (MLF) 

 In addition, the PBoC unexpectedly reduced the seven-day reverse repo open market 

operations rate – a liquidity indicator – by 5bp to 2.5% on November 18, the first cut since 
October 2015, pushing the onshore bonds higher amid rising inflation risk. In early 

November, the bank trimmed its MLF by 5bp to 3.25%, the first reduction since 2016. 

Currently, the market expects MLF to reach 3.2% by the end of the year 

 On November 15, the central bank extended RMB200 billion into the banking system 

through MLF loans, following a RMB400 billion injection a week earlier. The strong 

injections came after disappointing October credit and activity data. On a year-to-date 

basis, onshore bonds has advanced 3.6% this year, after a strong rally in 2018 due  

to risk aversions 

 In terms of fund flows, inflows moderated in October after a strong September. Net bond 

inflows reduced to USD2 billion in October from USD12 billion in September.  

Net purchases of the sovereign papers by foreign investors slid to USD2.2 billion from 

USD4.7 billion for the same period, while policy banks notes saw a small outflow of 

USD0.5 billion, reversing from a USD2 billion inflow 

 Looking ahead, concerns over inflation risk may constrain the pace of easing, even 

though we remain constructively optimistic on growth outlook. On the other hand, with 

more funds starting to prepare for the JP Morgan GBI-EM inclusion, which starts in 

February 2020, we expect inflows to the onshore market continue to rise steadily 

Chinese bonds rally amid signs of global easing 

1-year cumulative return  %   bps 

Sources: Bloomberg, Markit data as of November 25, 2019. Total return in local currency terms.  

For illustrative purposes only and does not constitute any investment recommendation in the above mentioned asset classes, indices or currencies. The views 
and opinions expressed herein are subject to change at any time.  

Investment involves risks. Past performance is not indicative of future performance. 
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November saw a slew of 
monetary easing measures 
to prop up growth, 
reinforcing policymakers’ 
primary goal to lower 
funding costs in the real 
economy 
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Data watch 

Indicator Date Actual Consensus Prior Analysis 

Industrial 

production (IP) 

(yoy) 

Oct 4.7% 5.4% 5.8% October activity indicators weakened broadly after a good rebound in 

September, suggesting growth headwinds remain and more effective 

counter-cyclical policy support is likely needed. The IP slowdown 

likely reflected some seasonality, the production restrictions for 

emission controls around the National Day holiday celebrations, and 

general activity weakness. We think the structural headwinds and 

ongoing high uncertainty over US-China economic relations may 

continue to put downward pressure on China’s growth outlook, with 

difficult structural issues such as intellectual property rights, 

technology transfer, state-owned enterprise policy and industrial 

subsidies yet to be resolved. Monetary easing is ongoing but will likely 

remain targeted, prudent and calibrated with a focus on improving 

policy transmission amid financial stability/debt risk concerns, banks’ 

capital constraints, and the falling efficiency of credit. However, the 

cyclical dynamics in 2020 could be less a drag compared to this year. 

China’s exports and manufacturing capital expenditures could bottom 

out (albeit at/from the current weak levels) alone with sentiment/ 

financial conditions under the assumption of a phase one US-China 

trade deal with status quo on tariffs (or even a partial rollback) and no 

further material escalation of tensions in other areas. Meanwhile, the 
(lagged) effects of policy easing this year should continue to feed 

through. Fiscal policy will likely remain expansionary, infrastructure 

support has been increased, and monetary policy stays 

accommodative. Overall, we expect 2020 growth to be around 6%.  

Fixed Asset 

Investment (FAI) 

(ytd, yoy) 

Oct 5.2% 5.4% 5.4% Moderation in infrastructure (partly due to a high base effect) and real 

estate FAI more than offset a mild uptick in manufacturing capex. 

Property sector indicators were mixed – softer investment, property 

sales and price gains and a pickup in new housing starts and land 

sales – though generally showed resilience. We expect real estate 

FAI growth to decelerate into 2020 given the decline in land sales this 

year, tight financing conditions for developers and weaker property 

sales in the lower tier cities due to the faded effects from shantytown 

subsidies, but city-level policy fine-tuning could provide some cushion 

against downside risks. The central government has recently moved 

to lower the minimum capital requirement for certain categories of 

projects and expand the channels by which local authorities can raise 

capital. We expect an increase in the local government special bond 

(LGSB) issuance quota for 2020 with the issuance to be front-loaded, 

together with more efficient use of these bonds to support a modest 

recovery in infrastructure investment. Meanwhile, manufacturing 

capital expenditures could bottom out driven by an improvement in 

industrial profits and policy support, though higher tariffs (even 

assuming a partial rollback in some existing tariffs) and the 

uncertainty over US-China relations may continue to weigh. 

Retail Sales 

(yoy) 

Oct 7.2% 7.8% 7.8% Falling auto and fuel sales remained drags, while housing-related 

spending also eased, raising concerns about the potential impact of a 

short-term inflation spike on consumer purchasing power. However, 

the record sales of the 11 November Singles’ Day promotions was 

encouraging. Labour market data have not yet showed heavy 

unemployment pressures so far, partly due to changing 

demographic/social patterns. 

Exports (USD) 

(yoy) 

Oct (0.9%) (3.9%) (3.2%) The data showed signs of sequential stabilisation in exports and a 

modest recovery in domestic demand. Exports to the US saw a mild 

sequential improvement amid the trade truce. Shipments to the 

economies heavily involved in the regional supply chain (eg ASEAN 

and Taiwan) maintained strong growth. In terms of imports, non-oil 

ordinary imports, a gauge of domestic demand, continued to recover 

and import demand for key industrial metals rose, but imports for 

processing trade stayed weak, likely reflecting some degree of supply-

chain shifts, structural trend of industrial upgrading, and the 

acceleration of China’s localisation of tech demand.  

Imports (USD) 

(yoy) 

Oct (6.4%) (7.8%) (8.3%)

Trade Balance 

(USD) 

Oct 42.8bn 40.1bn 39.2bn
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Indicator Date Actual Consensus Prior Analysis 

CPI Inflation 

(yoy) 

Oct 3.8% 3.4% 3.0% Despite the recent retreat in pork prices in November, the year-over-

year headline CPI inflation could rise further with sow stock still much 

lower than a year ago and the Lunar New year holiday ahead. Food 

prices due to the pork supply shock should gradually subside post 

holiday, while modest and stable core CPI inflation indicates muted 

underlying demand pressures. A convergence between CPI and PPI 

is likely as the impact of food prices on CPI and base effect on PPI 

would wane.  

PPI Inflation 
(yoy) 

Oct (1.6%) (1.5%) (1.2%)

Aggregate 

financing 

(AF)(RMB) 

Oct 619bn 950bn 2,332bn The downbeat October credit data, even after accounting for the usual 

seasonality, followed strong September figures. Bank loan growth 

edged down; local government special bond issuance stopped 

growing as the full year quote was used up; while corporate bond 

issuance also slowed somewhat in September and October, along 

with recent increase in financial market rates. Shadow banking/off-

balance-sheet credit components continued to decline but the pace 

eased further. Overall, credit growth stayed on a modest recovery 

trend after slowing down sharply through 2018, but monetary policy 

will need to maintain an easing bias to support credit impulse ahead. 

New yuan loans 

(RMB) 

Oct 661bn 800bn 1,691bn

Indicates improved data on month-on-month/quarter-on-quarter/year-on-year basis 

Indicates worsened data on month-on-month/quarter-on-quarter/year-on-year basis 

Indicates no change in data on month-on-month/quarter-on-quarter/year-on-year basis 

Sources: Bloomberg, HSBC Global Asset Management, as of November 25, 2019 
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